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25 March 2019
MTA Transit Committee
Construction Progress

• 7 weeks of GOs on weeknights and weekends
• Advanced contract work unchanged by the new plan
• Finalized details of new approach in preparation of construction
Track Work

- 100% of CWR installed
- Repairs on previously reconstructed track advanced
Cable Work

• 100% of signal and communication cables installed (terminations pending)
• 95% of emergency telephone conduit installed (cable pending)
• 22% of tunnel lighting system installed
Wall Duct Demolition

- 20% of wall duct demolished
Drainage Discharge Pipe

- 20% of new discharge pipe installed
Bedford Avenue
Stairs to expanded mezzanine
Change Process

• Construction mock-ups
• Finalized Design
• Coordinated with NYCT on Alternate Service Plan
FRP Applications
Dust Control and Mitigation

- Developed new plan for control of dust
- Consulted with public health experts
- Tested methods in field conditions
- Monitored conditions
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